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Abstract
Background: A central question in the debate about exploitation in international research is whether investigators and
sponsors from high-income countries (HIC) have obligations to address background conditions of injustice in the
communities in which they conduct their research, beyond the healthcare and other research-related needs of
participants, to aspects of their basic life circumstances.
Discussion: In this paper, we describe the Majengo sexually transmitted disease (STD) Cohort study, a long-term
prospective, observational cohort of sex workers in Nairobi, Kenya. Despite important scientific contributions and a
wide range of benefits to the women of the cohort, most of the women have remained in the sex trade during their
long-standing participation in the cohort, prompting allegations of exploitation. The Majengo STD cohort case extends
the debate about justice in international research ethics beyond clinical trials into long-term observational research.
We sketch the basic features of a new approach to understanding and operationalizing obligations of observational
researchers, which we call 'relief of oppression'. 'Relief of oppression' is an organizing principle, analogous to the
principle of harm reduction that is now widely applied in public health practice. Relief of oppression aims to help
observational researchers working in conditions of injustice and deprivation to clarify their ethical obligations to
participants. It aims to bridge the gap between a narrow, transaction-oriented account of avoiding exploitation and a
broad account emphasizing obligations of reparation for historic injustices. We propose that relief of oppression might
focus researchers' consideration of benefits on those that have some relevance to background conditions of injustice,
and so elevate the priority of these benefits, in relation to others that might be considered and negotiated with
participants, according to the degree to which the participating communities are constrained in their realization of
fundamental freedoms.
Summary: The over-arching aim of relief of oppression is that, within the range of benefits negotiated over time with
the local communities and organizations, an increasing proportion reflects a shared interest in improving participants'
fundamental freedoms. We describe how harm reduction serves as a useful analogy for how we envision relief of
oppression functioning in international research.
Background
How far do observational researchers' obligations extend?

On January 7, 2006, a prominent journalist, Stephanie
Nolen, published a story in the Globe and Mail, a national
Canadian newspaper claiming that Canadian scientists
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and other Western researchers studying the immunological response to HIV in a 25 year cohort of sex workers in
Nairobi, Kenya may have exploited the women of the
cohort by failing to remove them from the sex trade over
the course of their participation in the research [1].
Nolen's article implied that part of the researchers' obligation to the women was to provide them with a viable
alternative to the sex trade. She noted that the researchers had dramatically reduced the prevalence of sexually
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transmitted infections in the community, facilitated free
basic health care and counseling for the participating
women, and more recently access to anti-retroviral drugs
for those infected with HIV, but also discussed how the
women's continued participation in the sex trade, and
thus in the cohort study, was of obvious benefit to the
careers of the researchers. Nolen contrasted the tens of
millions of dollars in research funding won over the years
by the investigators for research on the cohort with the
U.S. $0.80 per sexual encounter that the sex workers, like
Ms. Simon, a 44 year old grandmother and cohort member for more than 20 years, rely on to eke out a meager
existence in Nairobi's Majengo slum, where the research
clinic is located [1].
Nolen's criticism of the Majengo STD Cohort study
arose during a period of intensive debate about the obligations of researchers from high-income countries (HIC)
conducting research in low and middle-income countries
(LMIC), about what constitutes exploitation under these
circumstances, and what can be done to avoid it. Commentators in this debate referred frequently to the U.S.
Public Health Service Syphilis Trial--commonly known
as the Tuskegee trial--as a paradigm example of exploitation, in part because the trial compounded the oppression of the poor black men who participated in the trial
by allowing their medical condition to deteriorate even
after effective treatment became available. This exacerbated their poverty and social deprivation [2]. A central
question in that debate is whether investigators and sponsors from HIC have obligations to address background
conditions of injustice in the communities in which they
conduct their research, beyond the healthcare and other
research-related needs of participants, to aspects of their
basic life circumstances, such as obligations to provide
alternative employment for Ms. Simon and her cohort
colleagues. The Nairobi STD cohort case also extends the
debate about justice in international research ethics
beyond clinical trials into long-term observational
research.
In this paper, we describe the Majengo STD Cohort
study and the problem it poses for current thinking about
exploitation and justice in international research. We
then sketch the basic features of a new approach to
understanding and operationalizing obligations of observational researchers, which we call "relief of oppression".

Discussion
The Majengo STD Cohort Study

The Majengo sexually transmitted disease (STD) Cohort
study is a prospective, observational cohort study of
STDs in sex workers in Nairobi, Kenya. The program was
established more than 25 years ago as an exchange program between the departments of medical microbiology
at the University of Nairobi and the University of Mani-
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toba. In 1981, one of us (FP) was invited to begin conducting research in the Special Treatment Clinic of the
Nairobi City Council in inner-city Nairobi [3].
In 1984 the STD Program was formally recognized by
the World Health Organization (WHO) and designated
as a WHO Collaborating Centre for STDs. Shortly before
the WHO designation, Dr. Elizabeth Ngugi, a senior
nursing sister in the Kenyan Ministry of Health, initiated
a "community-based self-improvement program" among
sex workers in the Pumwani area of Nairobi, which also
facilitated research into the control of STDs in this community [3]. In 1985, the Program identified the spread of
HIV among the sex worker cohort and designed what are
now known to be foundational studies to understand the
epidemiology of HIV and risk factors associated with its
spread, including the identification of a cohort of sex
workers who remained uninfected by HIV despite longterm exposure to the virus through sex with infected clients [3].
Paradoxically, there are potential harms to women who
make unsuccessful attempts to leave the sex trade. One of
the key scientific findings arising from the Majengo
cohort has been that women who take breaks from sex
work--for example, to visit family or to pursue alternative
employment opportunities--temporarily stop their exposure to HIV and rapidly lose their immune status, which
significantly increases their risk of HIV-infection if they
resume sex work [4]. And so, short-term or incomplete
efforts to secure alternative sources of income might, in
the long-run, prove to be disastrous for these women.
Prior to the now common community advisory boards
in research in LMIC, the Majengo STD Program established linkages with the community through elected peer
leaders, who engaged in dialogue and negotiations with
investigators about terms and conditions for participation in the research. Over time, these activities helped to
develop and formalize a community among the women in
the cohort that had not existed prior to the research and
which has strengthened the women's collective voice on
issues such as demanding condom use among clients,
reducing discrimination against sex workers in the
healthcare system and other public services, and reducing harassment of sex workers by the police [3]. These
activities are consistent with much more recent initiatives
and interventions among sex workers and their clients
[5], such as community-led initiatives among women in
the Sanagachi cohort studies in India, in which the
women have taken collective action to tackle problems
related to access to clean water and rescuing girls who
have been sold into slavery [6].
The scientific success of the Majengo cohort, and the
feasibility of some of the enhanced clinical services, particularly those for the treatment of sexually transmitted
infections, also depended on local capacity to conduct the
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necessary clinical examinations and laboratory tests. The
investigators worked closely with individual Kenyan clinicians, scientists and social workers, as well as with key
institutional partners, most notably the University of Nairobi and the Kenyan Medical Research Centre, to ensure
that the necessary capacity could be established and sustained in Nairobi. The durability of the cohort was also
facilitated by extensive clinical and research exchange
programs between trainees at the University of Manitoba
and the University of Nairobi [3], and more recently by an
infrastructure grant from the Canadian Foundation for
Innovation [7]. These partnerships have also enabled a
wide range of direct benefits for the women in the cohort
and their communities, such as health education and the
free distribution of condoms, which have likely averted
thousands of HIV infections [8], and the provision of free
treatment for a range of sexually transmitted diseases, as
well as effective referral for care, such as hysterectomy,
that might never otherwise have been available to the
women.
Despite the range of positive contributions of the
Majengo STD cohort study and the specific benefits to
the women described above, Nolen's allegation of exploitation for failure to remove the women from the sex trade
[1], and other recent critiques of the cohort [9], have
prompted us to reflect further on these issues, particularly in light of the absence of explicit guidance for observational researchers.
Avoiding exploitation in the Majengo STD Cohort study:
what guidance?

'Exploitation' has proven to be an elusive concept in the
context of international collaborative research [10].
According to Wertheimer, exploitation is localized in
transactions and results from an unfair distribution of
benefits between the exploiter and the exploitee [11]. The
unfairness of the distribution of benefits in any given
transaction must be determined, in advance of the realization of the actual benefits, according to a normative
standard, which Wertheimer admits is "notoriously difficult to specify" [[11], p. 204].
This reasoning provides the underpinning for the "fair
benefits" model, which holds that exploitation can be
avoided by ensuring a fair distribution of the benefits
agreed upon by sponsors, investigators and the population at risk of exploitation [12,13]. It recognizes that individuals and communities who participate in research
have their own views about what constitutes appropriate
and sufficient benefits in return for their participation,
and should have a say in determining what will count as a
fair and reasonable benefits in negotiations about a proposed study [12,13].
Wertheimer argues that: "...it is absolutely crucial to
distinguish between moral defects in [the exploitee's]
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background situation and moral defects in the transactions that occur within that situation. Justice relates to
background situations, whereas exploitation relates to
transactions." [[11], p. 205] Along these lines, Emanuel
argues that "...the purpose of specifying the extent of the
obligation to provide benefits to LMIC that participate in
biomedical research projects is to minimize the possibility of exploitation by developed country researchers and
sponsors. Such benefits are not meant to address underyling background global injustice." [[14], p. 727]
In contrast, London argues that this transactional
approach to fairness serves to "screen out" precisely the
kind of information that makes concerns about justice in
LMIC relevant, namely the extent to which populations
and host country communities may have arrived at their
circumstances of poverty and deprivation through unjust
treatment by their own authorities, and/or international
institutions and relationships that are unfair and oppressive [15]. The result for London is that there are duties of
rectification for these past wrongs and that researchers
share these as a matter of their citizenship in Western
democracies, which have had a strong hand in the international relations that have contributed to the "background conditions", an argument that has also been made
previously by Benatar [16].
These accounts of what is required to avoid exploitation offer observational researchers, such as the Majengo
cohort investigators, little practical guidance. The transactional focus of Fair Benefits suggests a preference for
narrow, tractable benefits over broad and complex one,
yet the most pressing needs of the Majengo cohort
women--as an example--are profound, intimately related
to the research, and inextricably rooted in the complexity
of social injustice. London's approach, on the other hand,
despite its explicit focus on social justice, is under-developed in terms of practical guidance for investigators.
What is missing is a framework that straddles these two
polar views, one that helps observational researchers reconcile their day-to-day experience with needs arising
from injustice with the requirement to ensure that participants benefit from their contributions to research in fair
and meaningful ways.
Below, we proposed a way to address this problem,
which we call 'relief of oppression'. We emphasize that
some of the pressing injustices routinely experienced by
observational researchers give rise to humanitarian obligations of 'rescue', or assistance, which vary in strength
with the extent of the relationships with their participants, the special capabilities of the researchers and the
circumstances of their opportunity to provide assistance.
Combined with the now widely recognized obligation to
ensure research participants receive some benefits in
return for their participation in research, relief of oppres-
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sion offers a pragmatic strategy for explicitly addressing
participants' needs that arise from injustice.
Relief of oppression

'Relief of oppression' is an organizing principle, analogous
to the principle of harm reduction (as we describe in
greater detail, below) that is now widely applied in public
health practice. Relief of oppression aims to help observational researchers working in conditions of injustice and
deprivation to clarify their ethical obligations to participants. It aims to bridge the gap between a narrow, transaction-oriented account of avoiding exploitation and a
broad account emphasizing obligations of reparation for
historic injustices. Specifically, it focuses explicitly on
efforts to ameliorate some of the effects of the background conditions that limit fundamental freedoms of
research participants. This explicit focus is necessary to
ensure that benefits for research participants, negotiated
with investigators and sponsors, do not simply avoid
needs arising from systemic injustice, which may be difficult to address, in favour of needs that are more easily
met by investigators.
Relief of oppression embodies the substantive aim of a
widely held moral intuition that poverty and global injustice are matters of great moral urgency. Many theorists
have developed this intuition and expressed it in terms of
obligations on the part of individuals and institutions in
LMIC to ameliorate these conditions [15,17,18]. The
practical force of these obligations has been limited by
considerable disagreement about the precise requirements of these obligations for various actors in specific
real-world circumstances. In the absence of perfect
agreement on the nature and scope of the relevant obligations, we view 'relief of oppression' not as a philosophic
theory to solve the problems associated with previous
accounts of these obligations, but rather as a framework
to help clarify and operationalize existing obligations to
research participants.
We propose that the main value of relief of oppression
might lie in focusing researchers' consideration of benefits on those that have some relevance to background
conditions of injustice. And, in doing so, also elevate the
priority of these benefits, in relation to any other types of
benefit that might be considered and negotiated with participants, according to the degree to which the participating communities are constrained in their realization of
fundamental freedoms. The over-arching aim of relief of
oppression is that, within the range of benefits negotiated
over time with the local communities and organizations,
an increasing proportion reflect a shared interest in
improving participants' fundamental freedoms.
Jennifer Hawkins has described how the widespread
consternation about the ethics of placebo controlled trials
in LMIC can be understood in terms of condemnation of
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investigators for "flouting" Good Samaritan obligations
[19]. Importantly, Hawkins emphasizes that such obligations are not obligations of benefit, as is the case within
the fair benefits framework, but rather obligations of rescue. According to Hawkins, the failure to provide "easy
rescues" "communicates a deep disrespect for the humanity of those one fails to rescue." [[19], p. 495] While
Hawkins' analysis arose in the context of clinical trials of
life-saving drugs, it is also relevant, and perhaps more so,
to the long-term relationships between researchers and
participants in observational research. More particularly,
it is relevant to background conditions of injustice
because it is precisely those conditions that so often give
rise to the health and social circumstances that interest
observational researchers working in global public health
[20]. The concept of "rescue" is broad enough to permit a
wide range of applications, from dramatically emergent
circumstances, such as plucking a drowning person from
the sea, to similarly dramatic but slightly less time-dependent challenges, such as clearing the area surrounding a
local clinic of landmines, to arranging access to life-saving drugs, to assisting with the construction of shelter for
communities displaced by conflict.
The "rescues", or humanitarian assistance, we have in
mind are those associated with constraints on freedoms-our working conception of oppression. More specifically,
we draw on Amartya Sen's "development as freedom"
argument, in which he views 5 fundamental freedoms in
society--political freedoms, economic facilities, social
opportunities, transparency guarantees, and protective
security--as being constitutive of development [21]. On
Sen's account, development is essentially an accumulation of fundamental freedoms (or removal of oppression,
or obstacles to human freedom). And so, the obligation of
relief of oppression we advocate here is, in essence, to
focus on those benefits that are most likely to contribute
to this goal. For example, where a straight fair benefits
analysis might view the construction of a new clinic in a
village as sufficient benefit for the community in return
for their participation in a study of HIV epidemiology,
relief of oppression might require in addition the assurance that the clinic will not deny services to, or otherwise
discriminate against, sex workers, or other marginalized
groups within the community involved in the research
and in need of care, a situation that arises frequently in
low-resource settings.
Our view is consistent with the social justice foundations for public health and public health policy articulated recently by Powers and Faden [18], which is
particularly relevant for observational research in global
health. The social justice view rejects the "separate
spheres" view of justice and argues that justice in public
health cannot be set aside from "...how other public policies and social environments are structured or...how peo-
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ple are faring with regard to the rest of their lives." [[18],
p. 10] As well, since the commensurability of benefits
(e.g., provision of treatment for sexually transmitted
infections for members of the study cohort vs. the range
of benefits that emerge for a researcher who receives a
multi-million dollar grant) is a major challenge for the
implementation of the Fair Benefits approach, relief of
oppression offers a mechanism to forge agreement
around fundamental and shared interests [22].
Hawkins recognizes that the problem of how to assign
moral responsibility for engaging in humanitarian assistance becomes complicated when there is more than one
person in a position to assist, and when the goals of assistance are increasingly complex, as one would have to
characterize removing women from the sex trade under
the circumstances of the Majengo STD Cohort study.
Unlike clinical research situations in which investigators'
clinical training might make them uniquely qualified to
make a medical intervention (e.g., if a participant suffers a
heart attack during a clinical trial), in the case of a complex social challenge, like the removal of women from the
sex trade, it is not clear that investigators have the expertise and experience to take on such a complex intervention, or even to fairly assess the full range of its
implications. Hawkins recognizes the difference between
what she calls an "easy rescue" and one that requires
greater effort, risk and specialized skills, the latter obligation being weaker, accordingly [19].
Operationalizing 'relief of oppression': the analogy of harm
reduction

A recent Lancet review of harm reduction strategies for
sex workers identifies 7 domains of potential harm routines experienced by sex workers: drug use, disease, violence, discrimination, debt, criminalization, and
exploitation (including child prostitution, trafficking for
sex work, and exploitation of migrants). The review also
identifies a wide range of harm reduction strategies and
interventions identified through decades of civil society
initiatives, public health practice and research [23]. These
include: education, empowerment, prevention, care,
occupational health and safety, decriminalization of sex
workers, and human rights-based approaches, peer education, and training in condom-negotiating skills [23].
The result is an empirically grounded framework of harm
reduction strategies and the accumulated evidence of
their effectiveness.
Harm reduction serves as a useful analogy for how we
envision relief of oppression functioning in international
research. As part of their normal deliberations and negotiations about benefits associated with participating in a
prospective cohort, or other observational study, investigators and communities would identify specific obstacles
and barriers in Sen's five domains of human freedoms
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(political freedoms, economic facilities, social opportunities, transparency guarantees, and protective security)
and would agree on strategies aimed at removing or
reducing these barriers. As with all other proposals currently being considered in this area, relief of oppression
would require collective judgement about what proposed
distributions of benefits between research participants
and investigators should be considered fair. But, by
requiring that at least some of the benefits--ideally in
proportion to the perceived oppression of the participants and their communities participating in the
research--be focused explicitly on relieving oppression,
which should under most circumstances be a shared
interest of both the host communities and the researchers, relief of oppression may also help to avoid the problem of how to reconcile the incommensurability of
benefits to investigators compared to participants and
communities in determining the fairness of a proposed
distribution.
Another aspect of relief of oppression that should be
considered in application is the length and depth of the
relationship between researchers and research participants. Longer and deeper relationships increase the
investigators' understanding of the needs of research participants arising from oppressive background conditions
of injustice, increase the opportunities to provide assistance, and generally strengthen the human bonds
between the investigators and the research participants.
Accordingly, investigators' obligations to relieve oppressive background conditions increase over time. For example, a short-term observational study might focus
exclusively on health service benefits, while a decadelong cohort study might also focus on economic benefits
for the participants in terms of skills training and other
employability measures. The precise scope of obligations
arising from relationships is a matter of considerable
debate. We agree with Dickert and Wendler that "hard
and fast" rules are unlikely, but that "shared expectations
and norms...may well evolve over time"[24], a process that
we believe would be greatly facilitated by our analogy to
harm reduction.
In this vein, we think that further clarification of the
operations of relief of oppression will need to come from
experience with its application, in precisely the same way
that the concept of 'harm reduction' has been brought to
life through years of practical experience. For example,
rather than advocating detailed policies or strategies of
application, a 1995 editorial in the American Journal of
Public Health argued that "failure to use research findings" to evaluate the impact of harm reduction strategies
to reduce the negative impact of illicit drug use "would
violate the core value of a realistic pragmatism", and that
"(t)he value of harm reduction policies should be assessed
against their actual effects on drug-related harms rather
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than on their consistency with cultural traditions."[25] In
the case of relief of oppression, we expect that it would be
virtually impossible, in advance, to anticipate how the
principle might be applied in any specific context, for
example in routine observational studies to track the
evolving epidemiology of HIV in sub-Saharan Africa and
Asia, but we believe that the discipline of scientific
reporting on these experiences could move this important dimension of research ethics beyond philosophic
debate alone. For example, case studies in various observational research contexts would help to reveal creative
interpretations of 'relief of oppression' and identify good
practices and concrete strategies, tailored to specific contexts. Collectively, over time, the resulting insights would
reveal trends in practice and outcomes and thereby provide researchers and communities with potential pathways for action.
As well, although we have used the Majengo cohort to
illustrate the problem that relief of oppression aims to
address, we view relief of oppression as broadly applicable in global health research, for example in research on
childhood malnutrition or environmental health. These,
and many other, research contexts reflect a disproportionate disease burden in poor populations, where various forms of oppression are likely to be at work, and both
are often studied using long-term prospective cohort
designs.
Potential objections to relief of oppression

We anticipate two main objections to our proposal. First,
we expect that some commentators will claim that relief
of oppression turns observational researchers into
humanitarian aid workers. This concern has been a central tension in the on-going debate about the scope of
researchers' obligations to research participants, especially for research conducted in low and middle-income
countries [10,24,26]. Relief of oppression will likely be
viewed as too demanding on researchers by those who
have argued for narrow obligations and as too forgiving
by those who have argued for a more activist approach
with respect to injustice. Our aim is to claim some currently barren territory in the middle ground of this debate
by facilitating more focus on addressing injustice explicitly through the familiar and now widely accepted mechanism of benefit sharing. As well, we believe that Hawkins'
account of humanitarian assistance provides a useful
rubric for calibrating the level of assistance required
according to urgency, opportunity, capability and the
complexity of the aims of any proposed form of assistance
or benefit.
The second likely objection is that relief of oppression
is too vague a concept to provide concrete guidance. If
our aim was to develop a robust philosophic account of
observational researchers' obligations, this objection
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might carry some weight. But our aim is fundamentally a
pragmatic one, namely to emphasize--in line with Hawkins--that the relevant obligations are humanitarian, and
not primarily obligations of benefit, but at the same time
recognize that providing humanitarian assistance that is
focused on the promotion of fundamental freedoms, and
therefore the relief of oppression, is compatible with normal benefit sharing processes and practices. As well, for
our proposal to have impact, it is also important to recognize--as has been the case for harm reduction--that there
is an important distinction between a concept that is still
poorly specified due to lack of experience with creative
application, from one that is genuinely too vague to provide meaningful direction. Like harm reduction, the core
idea of relief of oppression is readily understandable, but
the full potential of its impact will be known only through
creative application and evaluation.

Summary
The case of the Majengo STD Cohort illustrates that current accounts of how to avoid exploitation in clinical trials in LMIC provide inadequate guidance for
observational research, where there is often no opportunity for direct benefit from a specific intervention, and
where the depth and complexity of needs arising from
injustice are often intimately related to the research. We
advocate an approach that recognizes obligations of "rescue" or humanitarian assistance focused on improving
fundamental freedoms for participants, which we have
called relief of oppression. This approach facilitates
explicit attention to background conditions of injustice in
society and encourages observational researchers to
include the benefits of this type of assistance among the
range of benefits negotiated with participating communities, rather than avoiding them in favour of benefits that
are easier to achieve. We believe that harm reduction
provides an ideal analogy for how relief of oppression can
be implemented, and refined over time, to ensure that the
types of benefit it encourages result in demonstrable
relief of oppression for participants of observational
research in LMIC.
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